Welcome to a world of online skill gaming at Games24x7, where we believe in safeguarding your gaming experience. Here’s how we do it:

**Fair Play:**
- Every game is recorded, ensuring transparency with minimal information stored, such as timestamps, players’ IDs, and prize details
- We prohibit the use of bots or automatic play to maintain fairness
- Strict policies detect and control cheating and collusion among players, ensuring a level playing field for all

**Preventing Underage Play:**
- No player under 18 is allowed in real-money games, verified through rigorous KYC checks
- We avoid promoting “Free-to-play” games to younger audiences and emphasise legal age play

**Responsible Gaming:**
- Players can set financial and time limits, and access self-exclusion options
- Our AI-driven system identifies risky behaviours and offers support through counselling and controlled gaming for those in need

**Protecting Player Data and Funds:**
- Our secure environment encrypts data transmission and complies with IT security standards
- Player funds are securely held in separate accounts and withdrawals are processed promptly

**Mandatory KYC and Information Collected:**
- Players need to submit government approved identity proofs for age verification and other necessary information to ensure responsible gaming

**Geo-tagging and Compliance:**
- Our systems ensure compliance with state laws by restricting real-money games in states where the same are prohibited
- Withdrawals and gameplay are monitored based on player location to adhere to legal guidelines

**Anti-Money Laundering and Financial Misconduct:**
- We follow strict protocols to ensure compliance with anti-money laundering regulations and have robust measures in place for financial misconduct on the platforms.

Our commitment is to provide an enjoyable gaming experience while prioritising your safety and well-being. Play responsibly, and remember - fun gaming is responsible gaming!